
NEISA Fundamental Symposium 
Bacow Sailing Pavilion, Tufts University 

Upper Mystic Lake, Medford, MA 
 

Sailing Instructions 
 
1 Rules.   
1.1 The regatta will be governed by the Racing Rules of Sailing, The ICSA Rules, and the sailing 

instructions. 
1.2 Coaching during the race is permitted in the back of the fleet if a coach boat is in the area.  

This changes procedural rule 19 a) 
 

2. Schedule 
Saturday report time   1030 
Competitors briefing   1040 
No start after     1700 
 
3. Format 
“A” division will race two while “B” division attends a chalk talk in the Great Room. 
“B” division will then race two while “A” breaks for lunch. 
“A” will race its second set while “B” breaks for lunch. 
“B” will race its second set while “A” attends a chalk talk in the Great Room. 
A total of six races per division are planned with two chalk talk sessions per division. 
 
4. Courses 
4.1 Course 4 will be the standard course with offsets, gates, and a downwind finish. 
4.2 Courses 3 and 5 are a possibility with upwind finishes. 
 
5. Marks are colored flags with numerals or letters S, 1, 2, G, and F. 
 
6. Start and Finish 
6.1 The Start is between staffs with orange flags on the RC boat and pin.  The gate marks are 

not part of the start but can be helpful for line sights. 
6.2 The downwind finish is between the RC boat and Flag “F” near the RC boat. 
6.3 The upwind finish is between the RC boat and mark 1. 
 
7. Protests.  Forms are available in the office and will be heard in the Crystal Lake Room after 

racing.  Forms are due during off set and before returning to course or 30 minutes are 
arriving ashore. 

 
8. Prizes. Awards are the experience of racing the coolest boats in college sailing. 
 
9. For further info, contact Ken Legler via kenneth.legler@tufts.edu 


